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Evolutionary origin of cAMP-based chemoattraction in the social amoebae
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Phenotypic novelties can arise if integrated developmental pathways are expressed at new developmental stages and then recruited to serve new functions. We analyze the origin of a novel developmental trait of Dictyostelid amoebae: the evolution of cAMP as a developmental chemoattractant. We show that cAMP’s role of attracting starving amoebae arose through recruitment of a pathway that originally evolved to coordinate fruiting body morphogenesis. Orthologues of the high-affinity cAMP receptor (cAR), cAR1, were identified in a selection of species that span the Dictyostelid phylogeny. The cAR1 orthologue from the basal species Dictyostelium minutum restored aggregation and development when expressed in an aggregation-defective mutant of the derived species Dictyostelium discoideum that lacks high-affinity cARs, thus demonstrating that the D. minutum cAR is a fully functional CAR. cAR1 orthologues from basal species are expressed during fruiting body formation, and only this process, and not aggregation, was disrupted by abrogation of cAR1 function. This is in contrast to derived species, where cAR1 is also expressed during aggregation and critically regulates this process. Our data show that coordination of fruiting body formation is the ancestral function of extracellular cAMP signaling, whereas its derived role in aggregation evolved by recruitment of a preexisting pathway to an earlier stage of development. This most likely occurred by addition of distal cis-regulatory regions to existing cAMP signaling genes.

cAMP signaling | Dictyostelium | gene recruitment

The origin of species diversity is the story of the origin of novel features. These can arise through the development of entirely new genes (1) or when pathways underlying existing functions are coopted to perform new ones through altered regulation of the component genes. Novel features of development, which can cause dramatic shifts in species form, are particularly thought to arise in this manner (2–4). However, few data exist to support this common view and even fewer to document the steps involved at high phyletogenic and molecular genetic resolution. Here we report on the analysis of the derived origin of a novel, even group-defining, feature of Dictyostelid social amoebae: the origin of cAMP-based chemoattraction.

The Dictyostelid amoebae are a diverse group of organisms that display conditional multicellularity with a range of phenotypes (5). In the model system Dictyostelium discoideum, extracellular cAMP pulses coordinate the aggregation of starving amoebas (6) and are also implicated in the subsequent formation of migrating slugs and culminating fruiting structures (7). cAMP is produced by an adenyl cyclase A (8), and degraded by an extracellular phosphodiesterase, PdeA (9). Together with cAR1 or cAR3, two of the four D. discoideum cARs, these enzymes are essential for oscillatory cAMP signaling (10).

A molecular phylogeny of the Dictyostelids based on small subunit RNA and α-tubulin sequences shows subdivision of all known species into four major groups. D. discoideum lies within the most-derived Group 4, which is nested within a series of three progressively deeper lineages, the most basal of which is Group 1, the taxon closest to the outgroup of solitary amoebae (P.S. and S.L.B., unpublished work). We selected four species, Dictyostelium fasciculatum, Polyphondium pallidum, Dictyostelium minutum, and Dictyostelium rosarium, for study as representatives of Groups 1–4, respectively. Similar to D. discoideum and other investigated group four species, D. rosarium uses cAMP as attractant. However, none of the other species do: D. minutum uses folate (11); P. pallidum, glorin (12); and D. fasciculatum, an unknown compound to aggregate (5).

To unravel the evolutionary history of extracellular cAMP signaling, we searched for cAR genes in the four representative species and investigated their role in aggregation and multicellular development of these species. We also studied whether they encode fully functional cARs by heterologous expression in a D. discoideum car1car3 double null mutant. Our studies indicate a conserved ancestral role for extracellular cAMP signaling in fruiting body morphogenesis and a derived role in aggregation.

Methods

Cell Lines and Culture. D. minutum 71-2, D. fasciculatum SH3, P. pallidum TNS-C-98, and D. rosarium M45 cells were grown in association with Klebsiella aerogenes on 0.1% lactose-peptone agar (5). D. discoideum cells were grown in HL5 medium (13). For developmental time courses, cells were harvested while in exponential phase and incubated at 22°C and 8 × 10^5 cells per cm^2 on nonnutrient agar (1.5% agar in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.5). Approximately 20 activated charcoal pellets were placed in the lids of the agar plates to promote synchronous development.

Gene Identification. The degenerate oligonucleotides, 5′-GGTAGGTTTGCCCATGTTGGYTNGGAC-3′ and 5′-TCACCGAAAGTATGGCACCATNTRNGGRT-3′, designed to match amino acid sequences GSFAWCLWT and NPLMWRYFG that are conserved between cARs 1–4 of D. discoideum, were used to amplify putative cAR genes by touchdown PCR (14) from genomic DNAs of the four test species. The touchdown protocol started with four cycles with annealing at 60°C for 30 s, 10 cycles with an annealing temperature decrement of 1°C, and 20 cycles with annealing at 50°C. The PCR products were subcloned in the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega), and their sequence was determined from at least three independent clones. The DmcAR PCR product was used to screen an λZapII library of sheared D. minutum gDNA, which was custom-made by Stratagene from D. minutum 71-2 genomic DNA provided by us. Three positive plaques, C2, C6, and C10, were identified, and their pBluescript phagemids were isolated by in vitro excision according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The respective
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were used to root the tree, because these were shown to be the

RNA Isolation and Analysis. Total RNA was isolated from 2 × 10^7
cells, size-fractionated on 1.5% agarose gels containing 2.2 M
formaldehyde (16), and transferred to nylon membranes. Cells in
the culmination stages were vortexed for 5 min with glass beads
during RNA extraction to break stalk cells and spores. Mem-

Heterologous Expression of DmcAR. A 1.525-bp fragment was amplified
from zAPPi1 clone C6 by using oligonucleotides 5'-CCAGATCTAAATTGGAACATAACCCGGATC-3' and
5'-CCAGATCTCAACCCAAAACACCACAC-3' that will generate BglII restriction sites. This fragment includes the complete 1.161-bp coding region of DmcAR with 3 bp of the 5’
untranslated region (UTR) and 364 bp of the 3’ UTR. The BglII digested product was subcloned into the BglII site of vector pJIK1 (18), which placed DmcAR downstream of the D. discoideum
actin15 promoter and yielded vector A15:DmcAR. The integrity of the A15:DmcAR fusion was verified by DNA sequencing. The D. discoideum car1car3 mutant (18) was transformed with either
A15:DmcAR or A15:DdcAR1 in pJIK1 (19) and selected for
growth at 20 μg/ml G418.

cAMP-Binding Assay. To measure cell surface cAMP-binding activity,
1.6 × 10^7 cells were incubated for 1 min at 0°C with 1 or
10 nM [3H]cAMP (Amersham Pharmacia)/5 mM DTT/
variable concentrations of cAMP in a total volume of 100 μl.
Cells were separated from unbound [3H]cAMP by centrifugation
for 10 s at 16,000 × g through a 4:1 mix of AR200:AR20 silicon
oil (Wacker-Chemie, Burghausen, Germany). The [3H]cAMP
associated with the cell pellet was measured by liquid scintilla-
tion counting.

Phylogenetic Analysis. For the cAR protein tree, sequences were
aligned with CLUSTALX (20) by using default parameters. Only
ungapped regions (or those with small gaps in single sequences)
flanked by 70% consensus sites were used. The tree shown was
derived by maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference analyses
on 291 unambiguously aligned amino acid positions. The Bayes-
ian inference utilized MRBAYES, Ver. 3.0 (21), with posterior
probabilities values estimated from 10^3 chains and discarding a
burnin of 1,000. Maximum likelihood bootstrap percentage
(mlBP) values were determined from 500 replicates by using the
PROML program from the PHYLIP package (22). Both analyses
used the JTT model (23) for weighting amino acid substitutions
and a γ correction for rate variation among sites. An α value of
1.39 was used for the γ distribution in the mlBP analyses, as
determined by the program TREE-PUZZLE (24). Support values
for the cAR + TasA subtree were determined from a dataset
consisting of only these nine sequences to avoid loss of resolution
due to long-branch attraction to the distantly related outgroup
sequences. The full dataset of 13 sequences was then used to test
the deeper nodes. Four G protein-coupled receptor sequences
were used to root the tree, because these were shown to be the
most conservative (relative to the cAR sequences) based on
phylogenetic analyses using a range of cAR-related sequences.

For the small subunit rRNA tree, complementary DNA
sequences were aligned by eye, and only unambiguously aligned
ungapped regions were used to construct the tree. Both Bayesian
inference and maximum likelihood analyses utilized the gener-
time-reversible model with a γ correction for rate varia-
tion among sites and a designated proportion of invariant sites
(GTR + I + G). The Bayesian inference with posterior prob-
abilities values were estimated from 10^3 chains with a burnin of
10,000 and mlBP values from 100 replicates. All parameters were
estimated from the data by the respective phylogenetic
programs.

Results
Identification of cAR-Like Sequences in Four Dictyostelid Species.
Degenerate oligonucleotide primers were designed to match
to amino acid sequences that are conserved between the four
homologous D. discoideum (Dd) cARs 1–4. These primers were used to amplify cAR-like sequences by touch-down PCR from
genomic DNAs of the four test species, D. fasciculatum, P.
pallidum, D. minutum, and D. rossarium. Single cAR-like se-
quences were obtained from D. fasciculatum (DfcAR), P. pallid-
um (PpcAR), and D. minutum (DmcAR) and dual sequences from
D. rossarium (DrcARI and DrcARI). The sequences varied in size due to a variable-length intron, present in all sequences
except DmcAR. These introns were located at the same con-
served position as the single intron in D. discoideum cAR1–4.

The derived amino acid sequences of the cAR genes showed
71–87% identity with DdcAR1 (Fig. 1A). PpcAR was identical
to TasA, a putative receptor from P. pallidum (25). Phylogenetic
analysis showed that DfcAR, DmcAR, PpcAR, DrcAR1, and
DdcAR1 represent the ancestral cAR receptor lineage from
which cAR2–4 were derived, including DrcARI, which is
specifically related to DdcAR2 (Fig. 1B). The cAR phylogeny
closely mirrors the small subunit RNA phylogeny of the five
species (Fig. 1C), albeit that in both trees, the nodes that define the relative positions of P. pallidum and D. fasciculatum are less
well resolved than the other nodes.

Developmental Regulation of cAR Expression. To assess the devel-
opmental role of the putative cARs, we hybridized [32P]ATP-
labeled DNA probes for each cAR to Northern blots of total
RNA isolated during the life cycles of the four species. A D.
discoideum developmental time course was included for com-
parison. Fig. 2 shows that in the most basal species D. fascicu-
latum and P. pallidum, a single cAR mRNA appears after
aggregation is completed. This mRNA remains present until
fruiting bodies have formed. D. minutum expresses two cAR
transcripts, a smaller mRNA that occurs during growth and then
decreases and a larger mRNA that appears after aggregation
and persists up to fruiting body formation. DrcARI also yields two
different size transcripts, but here, as for its close relative
DdcARI (26, 27), the smaller mRNA species appears just before
aggregation, whereas the larger species appears after aggrega-
tion is completed. As is the case for the more basal Dictyostelids,
the postaggregative mRNA remains present until fruiting bodies
have formed. In case of DdcARI, the smaller mRNA species also
persists. Because both hybridization and washing of the Northern
blots were performed at high stringency, the additional bands are
unlikely to result from nonspecific hybridization to other cAR
genes. Expression of two mRNA species from a single gene was
previously demonstrated for DdcARI (26). The cAR mRNAs
varied between 1.4 and 2.1 kb in size; however, even the smallest
1.4-kb mRNA of D. minutum is large enough to accommodate
the complete 1.16-kb DmcAR coding region (see next para-
graph). We could not detect any mRNA hybridizing to the
Fig. 1. Identification of cAR-like sequences in four Dictyostelid species. (A) Alignment of cAR-like sequences from four test species with the D. discoideum cARs. DNA fragments of 543–627 bp were amplified from D. fasciculatum, D. minutum, P. pallidum, and D. rossarium genomic DNA by using degenerate oligonucleotides that match conserved sequences in the four D. discoideum cARs. After excision of a variable length intron at a conserved position (arrow), the derived amino acid sequences were determined and aligned by using CLUSTAL-X. Amino acid residues that are identical in the majority or at least four of the nine sequences are shaded gray. The conserved regions used for oligonucleotide design are shown for DdcAR1–4, for PpcAR, which is identical to TasA (24), and for DmcAR. The positions of the putative transmembrane (TM) domains 3–7 of DdcAR1 (35) are indicated. GenBank accession nos: A41230 (DdcAR1), A46390 (DdcAR2), A46391 (DdcAR3), A54813 (DdcAR4), AB045712 (TasA). (B) Phylogenetic analysis of cAR-like sequences. The tree shown was derived by maximum likelihood analysis and Bayesian inference and is drawn to scale, as indicated by the scale bar (0.1 substitutions per site). Thick lines indicate nodes with 1.00 Bayesian inference posterior probabilities and 100% mlBP support. An alternative branching pattern among the two deepest cAR nodes favored by mlBP is indicated by a double-headed arrow. (C) Functional analysis of D. discoideum cAR. The expression of cAR during D. discoideum and D. rossarium aggregation is fully concordant with the fact that these species use cAMP to aggregate. However, the expression of a cAR1-like gene during D. minutum aggregation is enigmatic in view of the fact that D. minutum cells use folate and not cAMP for aggregation (11). It is therefore particularly important to establish for this species that its cAR-like gene encodes a functional cAR. To do so, we cloned the full-length DmcAR gene from a D. minutum genomic DNA library and expressed it in the D. discoideum car1car3 mutant (18) for assay of cAMP-binding activity and functional complementation.

The library screen yielded three overlapping clones, which could be assembled into a 4,873-bp contig (Fig. 3). In addition to the complete 1.16-kb DmcAR coding sequence, this contig also contained a complete second gene, which was named DmDtmA, and a gene fragment, which was named DmSpkA. BLAST searches of the entire GenBank protein database with these sequences identified the D. discoideum genes DdSpkA and DDB0170155 as their most related orthologues. The D. discoideum genes occupy the same position relative to DdcAR1 as their D. minutum orthologues to DmcAR. The flanking genes of DdcAR2, DdcAR3, and DdcAR4 bear no similarity to the DmcAR flanking genes. This indicates that DmcAR is a true orthologue of DdcAR1, and that there is at least partial synteny between the D. discoideum and D. minutum genomes.

For heterologous expression of the D. minutum cAR in D. discoideum, we fused the DmcAR coding sequence to the constitutive D. discoideum A15 promoter in the extrachromosomal
expression vector PJK1. The A15:DmcAR gene fusion was subsequently introduced into the D. discoideum car1car3 mutant. This mutant lacks high-affinity receptors due to lesions in both its cAR1 and cAR3 genes and can consequently neither aggregate nor form fruiting bodies (18).

We first measured whether A15:DmcAR restored cell surface cAMP-binding activity in the car1car3 mutant, using car1car3 transformed with A15:DdcAR1 as a control. Fig. 3B shows that cells transformed with A15:DmcAR or A15:DdcAR1 bound significant amounts of [3H]cAMP, whereas the host car1car3 strain bound none at all. Competition curves and Scatchard plots of [3H]cAMP binding (Fig. 3C) show that DdcAR1 and DmcAR give rise to both high (Kd ~ 30 nM) and low (Kd ~ 1 μM) affinity-binding sites as reported for cAR1 in wild-type D. discoideum cells (28). The binding of cAMP to DdcAR1, but not to any of the other D. discoideum cARs, is inhibited by adenosine and more potently by the adenosine analog 2’3’-isopropylidene adenosine (IPA) (19, 29). We investigated whether this was also the case for the DmcAR. Fig. 3D shows that both adenosine and IPA inhibit [3H]cAMP binding to DmcAR, although inhibition by adenosine occurs less effectively for DmcAR than for DdcAR1. In conclusion, these data show that the cAMP-binding properties of DmcAR are much more similar to those of DdcAR1 than to any of the other D. discoideum cARs. This confirms the genetic evidence that DmcAR is a DdcAR1 orthologue.

In addition to cAMP binding, a functional cAR should be able to interact with the downstream components of all cAMP-activated signal transduction pathways. We therefore examined whether A15:DmcAR can rescue the developmental defects of the car1car3 mutant. Fig. 4A shows that transformation with A15:DmcAR restored aggregation and fruiting body formation in car1car3, although there was a delay in aggregation of a few hours compared with the parent strain DH1 of the car1car3 mutant.

During aggregation of D. discoideum cells, cAMP pulses are propagated in complex spiral wave patterns (30, 31). To investigate whether DmcAR can mediate similar complex behavior, we tracked the optical density waves that are diagnostic for pulsatile cAMP signaling during aggregation of car1car3/ A15:DmcAR cells. The time-lapse movie represented in Fig. 4B shows spiral waves propagating from an aggregation center into a field of cells, which causes the cells to move toward the center. This indicates that DmcAR fully supports pulsatile cAMP signaling in D. discoideum and thus couples to the downstream components of the cAMP signaling machinery. Together with the biochemical data presented above, we therefore conclude that DmcAR is a functional high-affinity cAR.

The Role of cARs in Basal Dictyostelid Species. Similar to all investigated species in the most derived taxon group 4, D. rosarium uses cAMP as chemoattractant, but this is not the case for D. fasciculatum, P. pallidum, and D. minutum. What then is the function of cARs in these species? cAR1-mediated signaling adapts to sustained stimulation with cAMP or its nondegradable analog SpcAMP; this feature enables cAR1 function to be pharmacologically abrogated by exposure to excess ligand (32, 33). Consistent with the known role of cAMP during D. discoideum aggregation, development on agar containing SpcAMP inhibits aggregation of D. discoideum cells, thus mimicking the phenotype of car1car3 cells. SpcAMP can therefore be used to specifically determine which aspects of development, aggregation, fruiting body formation, or both, are regulated by cAMP signaling.
Fig. 5 shows that the development of all species was curtailed by SpcAMPS, although the manner in which this occurred differed among species. The most basal species, *D. fasciculatum*, aggregated normally with inflowing streams of cells when developing on SpcAMPS agar. However, although control aggregates rapidly developed into several robust upright culminants, the aggregates on SpcAMPS agar remained spread out and formed only small aberrant structures. Similarly, in neither *D. minutum* nor *D. pallidum* was the aggregation process itself affected by SpcAMPS. In *D. minutum*, the completed aggregates failed to form tips and thereafter dispersed. In *P. pallidum*, fruiting bodies were formed, but the majority of those were much reduced in size, and all fruiting bodies had lost the whorls of side branches that characterize this species. This phenotype was also reported for the *PpcAR* (*TasA*) null mutant (25), which shows that the SpcAMPS treatment mimics cAR gene disruption. In both *D. discoideum* and *D. rosarium*, SpcAMPS blocked the aggregation process, consistent with the fact that both species use cAMP to aggregate. These experiments show that the basal species *D. fasciculatum*, *P. pallidum*, and *D. minutum* use dynamic cAMP signaling only during fruiting body formation. This is in contrast to the more derived species *D. discoideum* and *D. rosarium*, which additionally use cAMP signaling for the aggregation process.

**Discussion**

We identified orthologues of the *D. discoideum* chemotactic cAR1 in four species, *D. fasciculatum*, *P. pallidum*, *D. minutum*, and *D. rosarium*. With the exception of *D. rosarium*, none of these species uses cAMP as chemoeffector for aggregation. The *D. minutum* cAR can nevertheless fully rescue chemotactic cAMP signaling and aggregation when expressed in a *D. discoideum* mutant that lacks high-affinity cARs. *D. minutum*, *P. pallidum*, and *D. fasciculatum* each represent earlier branches off the main line of descent leading to the taxon group that includes *D. discoideum* and *D. rosarium* (Fig. 1C) (P.S. and S.L.B., unpublished work). In contrast to *D. discoideum* and *D. rosarium*, two of these species express cAR1 only during fruiting body formation (Fig. 2). In all three species, only fruiting body formation, and not aggregation, is disrupted when cAR function is blocked (25) (Fig. 5). This strongly suggests that coordination of fruiting body morphogenesis is the ancestral function of extracellular cAMP signaling, and that its more commonly known role in *D. discoideum* and *D. rosarium* aggregation is evolutionarily derived. In *D. discoideum*, cAMP also triggers postaggregative gene expression (10). Once suitable marker genes are identified for the basal species, it will be of great interest to establish whether this aspect of extracellular cAMP signaling also has ancient roots.

The spiral waves of cell movement that are triggered by cAMP oscillations in a field of starving *D. discoideum* cells are one of the most striking examples of self organization in biology. We now show that they also represent a stunning example of a derived evolutionary novelty. How might this novel feature have come about? The promoter structure of cAMP signaling genes in *D. discoideum* suggests a mechanistic explanation for this alteration. The gene encoding the extracellular cAMP phosphodiesterase, PdS-A, has three separate promoters for expression during growth, aggregation, and fruiting body (late) morphogenesis, respectively. The late promoter is proximal to the coding sequence, followed by the growth-specific promoter and finally the aggregation promoter (34). The *DdcARI* gene has two separate promoters: the late promoter, proximal to the coding sequence, is for expression during fruiting body formation, whereas the aggregation promoter is distal to the late promoter (26). We hypothesize that the proximal promoters direct the ancestral function of the cAMP signaling genes in fruiting body
morphogenesis, whereas the distal promoters were acquired later to accommodate the derived roles of cAMP in early development.

Pathway cooption through the acquisition of novel promoter elements is not the entire story, as evidenced by the intermediate species *D. minutum*, which shows altered car gene expression but lacks aggregation to cAMP. The *D. minutum* car encodes a fully functional AR, which suggests that aggregation to cAMP has not been lost in *D. minutum*. Rather, we propose that aggregation to cAMP has not yet been fully gained. This could have several causes: (i) the recruited pathway might not be completely coupled to the downstream effectors and (ii) other components required for chemotactic signaling, such as adenyl cyclase A and PdsA, may not yet be expressed during aggregation. In fact, the high expression of the *D. minutum* car during growth suggests that it may serve a function in food seeking, because the bacterial food source is known to secrete cAMP (35). As a transitory phase in the sequence of events that lead to cooption of cAMP signaling for aggregation, food seeking has the advantage of requiring only cAMP detection and not oscillatory cAMP production.

The cAMP signaling system in the Dictyostelids is composed of at least three major parts: cAMP production by adenyl cyclases, detection by cARs, and degradation by specific phosphodiesterases. Here, just one part of this apparatus is considered, but future work will seek to elucidate the route taken toward the use cAMP in aggregation by considering each component independently and then all together. Through this approach, we hope to begin to understand the molecular origins of new traits via gene recruitment.
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